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Varufakis searches support of Spain for negotiations with Europe
Before meeting on Monday

Madrid, 08.05.2015, 17:30 Time

USPA NEWS - Finance Minister of Greece, Yanis Varufakis not believe that the meeting next Monday with the Eurogroup agreement
on the Greek economic crisis will be not achieved, although expected to give "a step in the right direction."

Varufakis visited Spain on Friday and met with his Spanish counterpart, Luis de Guindos, in the round of contacts being maintained
with partners in the European Union in search of a solution to the Greek crisis. Friday's visit was interested because Varufakis had
accused Spain of trying a Greek exit from the EU and attempting to overthrow the government of Syriza. That, hinted after meeting
more than two hours with Spanish Economy Minister Luis de Guindos, there is nothing. Spain and Greece, Varufakis said, speak a
"common language" and live in "harmony".

In a statement after the meeting, in which he admitted no questions from reporters, Varufakis said that "Spain and Greece clearly have
a common interest, which is referred to the resolution of the current liquidity crisis." In this regard, the Greek finance minister said his
country and Spain are concerned that "Greece no longer a pending issue" for Europe, and that "entering a new era in which the
fragmentation of Europe ends in all possible ways."

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-4067/varufakis-searches-support-of-spain-for-negotiations-with-europe.html
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